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INTRODUCTION 
 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER solvent is a new 
development in the field of cold solvent degreasing.  ACCU-LABS #490 
PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER was specifically formulated to conform 
with the new regulations regarding air and chemical pollutants.  ACCU-
LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER contains only biodegradable 
ingredients allowing for safe and easy disposal into municipal sewer 
systems. 
 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER has shown itself to be 
an efficient, economical degreaser capable of superior solvency for effective 
removal of heavy greases, oils, sludges and oxidized films on most metals. 
 

COMPOSITION 
 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER incorporates a natural 
organic hydrocarbon with emulsifying agents to form a unique, water-
soluble degreasing compound.   
 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER contains no petroleum 
distillates or chlorinated solvents and is pleasantly fragrant. 
 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER is a water-soluble 
solvent degreasing compound with a high flash point.  May be used in 
concentrate form for tenacious soils, but may be diluted with water for less 
soiled conditions. 
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APPLICATIONS 
 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER is recommended for 
use anywhere water rinse is permitted or desired. 
 
Heavy oils, greases, dirt, grime, oil deposits, oxidized films, grease pits are 
all cleaned easily, economically, efficiently and ecologically safe with 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER. 
 
On mobile equipment, plant floors, pits, cellars, walls-in all industrial and 
general maintenance cleaning and degreasing operations ACCU-LABS #490 
PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER will do the job and leave the work area 
with a refreshing odor. 
 
ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN BIODEGREASER is safe on all metals as 
well as unpainted and most painted surfaces. 
 
For a safer environment, ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN 
BIODEGREASER will replace those highly flammable and toxic solvents 
and caustic alkalis. 
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 
 
DILUTION RATES 
 
The following dilution rates are based on typical applications and may vary 
according to soil and surface conditions and the type of equipment used in 
the operation. 
 
MANUAL OPERATIONS 
Dilute concentrate with water at 1:4 to 1:20. 
 
                                                                                                     
PRESSURE SPRAY METHOD 
Dilute concentrate with water at 1:20 
 
 
TANK IMMERSION METHOD 
Mix concentrate with water at1:4 to 1:10 depending on the degree of soil to 
be removed.  
 
For extremely heavily soiled surfaces use ACCU-LABS #490 PATCLEAN 
BIODEGREASER concentrated or diluted with up to 3 parts water (1:3). 
 
 
 

DISCLAIMER 
The information contained on this sheet is true and accurate to the best of our knowledge.  Because use and 

conditions are beyond our control, no guarantee is expressed or implied for the above suggestions or 
recommendations.  Accu-Labs, Inc. will not incur any liability in connection with the use of these 

suggestions and/or technical data. 
 


